
WRITE AN EQUATION

Although there exist online communities working to define standards and best practices, for many researchers,
scientists, and students it's not clear what is the best way to write math equations. If you're writing in Authorea, you have
access to an Equation Editor () and a.

If so, see Change an equation that was written in a previous version of Word. Less Office has equations that
you can readily insert into your documents. If you're not using a touch device, use your mouse to write out the
equation. Type a name for the equation in the Create New Building Block dialog. You can select portions of
the equation and edit them as you go, and use the preview box to make sure Word is correctly interpreting
your handwriting. Add an equation to the equation gallery Select the equation you want to add. Choose OK.
When you're satisfied, click Insert to convert the ink equation to an equation in your document. The Structures
group provides structures you can insert. It's like working on a super-smart whiteboard. Think out loud For
some students, simply writing an equation out isn't enough, and even the most instinctive of online equation
editors can go over their heads. Free for teachers, forever As modern classrooms diversify and technology
makes learning more immediate and accessible, teachers need to have the right tools to support every learner.
Use a stylus or your finger to write a math equation by hand. Available for subscribers in Version Build  The
Linear option displays the equation as source text, which can be used to make changes to the equation if
needed. Products Drop Down Show work, solve problems With the math equation maker, students can
handwrite annotations or sketch freehand to show the thought process when writing or editing equations, or
even share feedback. See also. The linear option will display the equation in either UnicodeMath format, or
LaTeX format, which can be set in the Conversions chunk. Work smarter, together The online equation editor
allows for greater collaboration and brainstorming. The Professional option displays the equation in a
professional format optimized for display. But EquatIO is different. After you insert the equation the Equation
Tools Design tab opens with symbols and structures that can be added to your equation. To change or edit an
equation that was previously written, Select the equation to see Equation Tools in the ribbon. EquatIO allows
students to progress problems, line by line, and develop their solutions. Choose Design to see tools for adding
various elements to your equation. Just choose a structure to insert it and then replace the placeholders, the
small dotted-line boxes, with your own values. Write, edit, balance With EquatIO, students can write, edit, and
balance equations digitally, allowing for easy changes to their work without crossing text out or squeezing
numbers to fit into the right place. Choose the down arrow and select Save as New Equation On touch- and
pen-enabled devices you can write equations using a stylus or your finger. What's new for equations in Word
Insider students and educators: We heard you loud and clear! You can add or change the following elements to
your equation. Select Equations in the gallery list. It is possible to convert all equations in a document to the
Professional or Linear formats, or a single equation only, if the math zone is selected or the cursor is in the
equation.


